GROUND ZERO

Ah Ba Ga Da Ha Ua Za Cxa Ta Ya Ka La Ma Na Sa Gha Pha Tz Qa Ra Sh Ta
YHY AUR

“Ground Zero” defined according to Merriam-Webster : the center or origin of rapid, intense
or violent activity or change- the very beginning- square one.

Why does “Human Consciousness” exist ?

Consciousness can not even be defined.

Why does “this universe” exist ?
As vast and endless as it might seem, the entire panorama of the “Human Experience” is
actually a limited set of possible exercises.
All possible “Thoughts” are based upon and bounded by- the design and function of the
Cosmos at large - considering each individual ‘piece’ of the whole and those pieces as a sum,
and the overall engagement of the pieces in relationship together, interfacing with each other.
If the elements of the Universe were diﬀerent, apprehensions and perceptions of them would
also be diﬀerent accordingly.
“COGITO ERGO SUM”

- so said Rene Descartes… “I think, therefore, I am”

I, Myself ‘Cogitate’ - Ergo : the work fit ‘ergonomically’ to a Human’s “being”- in mid-summer at full production value.
The phrase captures the notion that Humans are “designed” to do the task of “Cog-nizing”.
Picture a wheel of cogs- purposed to fit into some other wheel of cogs - Gear-like.
The human has ability to interpolate - to see how it all fits, to determine patterns, to remember,
to “recognize” and keep track… even when the ‘Cogs’ are very obscure or complex.
Each Cog is like a link in a chain with fellow Cogs both fore and aft, but a Cog must also
engage a set of Teeth on a foreign body - meshing perfectly synchronized, with all the weight of
responsibility to bear the stress of load imposed on the one individual Cog. The burden on
any Cog is that it carries the full function of the Mission for which all the cogs collectively are
enlisted.
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‘Human as Cog’ is to both perceive and aﬀect from within the “Machine” and yet is part of the
Machine. “To perceive and aﬀect.”
One’s own self has impact on the totality of the Cosmic Machination.
“As a Man thinketh, so is he”. Proverbs 23: 7 as quoted in the KJV- King James Version Bible.
Human Existence is the occupation of “Pondering”…
To observe
think
consider
evaluate
compare
organize
meditate
separate
assess the value
and aﬀect : do, make, produce, cause an eﬀect…
For one to apply personal eﬀort to change the “Status Quo” or to sustain the present Status under assault by other forces pushing to change that status
To Search… Quest- bubble up from within- to Wonder- to Wander- to Find
Experience… Appreciation - to thrill, be in awe, to Ride the Wind
Human Consciousness exists in order to Navigate the Journey - - “just for the fun of it”
The Universe exists as the Stage for Human Consciousness.
A Human’s Body is composed of “Star dust” as much as Consciousness is.
Everything boils down to Atoms sharing Electrons.
The ‘Energy’ or “provocative agent” generating the ‘Original Force’ and/or sustaining the
operation of all inter-operational forces collectively called “Energy”- has traditionally been
labeled as “God” or “the Spirit” or the “Universe” for lack of any more accurate or clearer
Identification label.
If it does not matter that we lack a more accurate perspective… then “it just doesn’t matter”.
In which case, objectively, really- there would be no reason to search for one.
If it “does matter” yet we just do not know it- it would behoove us to search- and if we
perchance should find… the Value of it must be figured to be ‘self-determined’ by the find
itself. Being imperceptible from the present vantage point, it would be impossible to project a
description of worth to us from the status of our present ignorance and darkness.
For example, what would it “matter” if someone were to find the proverbial “Holy Grail” or were
to pull the legendary “Excalibur Sword” from the Stone entombing it ?
Hypothetically, what is the Yield ?
How could a normal Human possibly benefit as if from some beyond-normal resource ?
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Health, Wealth, Wisdom, ‘Power’ ?
What is ‘Power’ ?
Strength- Influence- Control over others… over Nature, over “Spiritual Beings”…
Is ‘Power’ the “Ability to make one’s voice heard ‘On High’” ?
Is ‘Power’ the massing of Treasure ?
What is “Treasure” ?
Is Treasure the claiming of Lands or Vessels to which one could attach one’s name ?
Is “Sanity” a Treasure ?
Is it a Treasure to be “unthreatened” by an adversary…
Is “existence” itself a Treasure…
… just having the opportunity to Navigate the Cosmos for a while…
To what Standard is “Sanity” to be measured ?

What series or flow of thoughts might be labelled as “rational” or “irrational”- and by whom ?
By what Foundational Bedrock is Logic and Reason and Beauty and Propriety built upon ?
What Fractal Pattern of all ‘Creation’ establishes the beat, the norm, the mode, the pulse of
“Rightness” … aside from which is syncopation and derivative and harmonic distortion - to be
appreciated as such or disdained as “crazy” ?
Is the Root of all things equal to the Sum of all things ?
Could it be …
that there is a “minimal Spore”, as a seed containing information- like DNA- like a nucleus containing all that is minimally necessary to manifest the production of the Entirety of Creationboth seen and unseen, both determinable and indeterminable…
The Universe- the Cosmos of Matter- is a spread array- is a spectral expression- is the Minimal
Spore at “Maxi mode”- allowed to permutate the order with various combinations…
such as white light being refracted by a prism facilitating the perception of every color of light…
All that “exists” is an expression as a spectrum- a division by micro-measures …
of all that was contained within the “Original Flash of White Light”.
But there also…
By what Source, via what Agent, at Whose Construct was “That Flash” ?
Similarly… if “Time” could be spectrally divided in to micro-measures for the sake of
observation and analysis, might the “All of Time” be equal to the Instantaneous “Flash-Burst”
from a diﬀerent perspective of gauge- measurement ?
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The “Essence” - the elements which compose the expression manifest as the ‘Flash-Burst”
must be the String of Components in sequence order, reckoned as ‘Individuals with capacity’
which in totality is the “Singularity” … the only existence which exists… even if spread out.
Anything outside that envelope is by definition, not defined as “Existing”.
The Source-Realm of all that exists is then simply to be implied - or inferred to as …
“That Place where the Plans for this Place were Determined and Mechanized so as to Produce
it as Intended by the Agent of that Place so endowed with Capacity to do so, by Who-ever it
was that contains all such ‘Power’ as is necessary to accomplish such things.”
The concept of that Source-Realm is simply reduced to the expression “ALEF”.
The concept of “this Place” in material existence, even if it includes things which can not be
labelled as “matter” - but also is the concept that a “concept” can exist … is “BEIT”.
To consider what the ALEF is, is to render ALEF as a BEIT. ALEF is unfathomable. ALEF is
the “other side of the BEIT” and as such can not be defined by parameters of determination.
To organize or evaluate what BEIT is, to observe that BEIT is not ALEF, but “emerged” from
ALEF is “GIMEL”. GIMEL is to notice a distinction, a diﬀerence, a spectral variance- or the
concept that the BEIT should exist as an “Array”. The diﬀerence that GIMEL identifies is
“DALET”. The fact that DALET is “Identifiable" is HEI.
The DALET of “everything” is the variegation, distinction, the spectrum delineation. Choice.
The DALETs are the Options, the “Doors” of possibilities.
Each ultra-minute discrepancy in the wavelength of a “light wave” or a “sound wave” will be
received as a diﬀerent color or sound- ‘ad infinitum’ - unto infinity - or without limit as to the
scale or range of possibilities.
The Flash-Burst of “Something” which some may call a “Big-Bang” event, is ALEF allowing or
causing BEIT to exist in the Temporal-Material Realm of “Existence” such as it may be
perceived… and so also, a “Perceptor” was needed- was ‘made’ to do that very act.
The “fact” that the “Something” is composed of distinguishable and identifiable variegations at
either a micro or macro scale, is its DALET-ness.
To designate the diﬀerence between DALET options is HEI.
To discern between the QADOSH and the “profane” is HEI.
To determine or declare that one “thing” in Creation is “clean” and another similar thing is
“unclean” is HEI.
HEI could only be accurately classified by the Authoritative Insight of the ALEF-ness, because
the perceptive receptacle , the Human Being, is UAW. The ‘Perceptor’. UAW can consider
the HEI of DALET as “Insight” or “inside information” or “esoteric knowledge”… UAW is an
extension of HEI, a “Man-ifest” of the Flash of Singular Projection into 15 billion fractional
versions of humanity.
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UAW is the “goblet” of mixing, like honey bees seeking pollen from flower to flower…
blending, choosing, just find something to be busy about…. a little bit here, a little bit there…
“whatever…” one version of UAW is even drawn as a Goblet icon… a collector…
ZAYIN. Stop. No more flittering about.
All options narrow down to only One. Dead or Alive. UAW must Choose.
All of Human experience- as individuals, or as the sum of all individuals- is a more-micro’ed
expression of the one Original Fractal Hologram.
Sort of like a modern computer screen which can register or portray a million color variations, it
all is a function of only Three Primary Colors…
Each Human “Pathos” is a fraction expression of the Fractal macro in micro form.
Who is YHUShO- the “Word made Flesh” ?
The Quintessential Fractal Flash-Burst of “Information” manifest as Light/Sound igniting
Human Consciousness, in a Human Body, having Human Experience and Expression.
Light and Sound are both an expression of the identical energy at a 40,000 wavelength
diﬀerence, or frequency variance, or calculated as “oscillation warbles over time”.
All of “Matter” is a compilation of frequency expressions- which, when assuming a certain
mass, become noticeable and are diﬀerentiated from other expressions, and are subsequently
“Identified” by ‘Adam’. Given a ‘Name’ by some human.
“Identification” is the Hebrew word “SHEM” meaning ‘name, fame, renown, reputation, place.
To be Identified with a SHEM is to have a characteristic diﬀerent from all others.
Distinguished.
Adam, at large, has Named the “One Primal Source” which was the “Pure and Totality of Being
and Expression” as simply “the Shem” or “The Name”… as if by doing so is declaring it to be
the “Name above all Names”… the Adam not knowing of any better classification.
How does one get “outside the box” to identify the character and location of the Box itself considering the Box to be infinitely large and of no nature by which to compare it or measure it,
other than by itself, in its presumed hypothetical totality, such as Adam can imagine.
* Interesting to note…
The Box itself, as its own essence is expressed- or as it radiates its own-ness… is a version of
expression of the same Singularity that every Object in the Box expresses or experiences and
is limited in scope to the very same parameters of limit imposed upon every other element
which compose the Box and its contents.
With all the “sameness” going on, what factor provides scrutiny so as to be able to be labelled
“QADOSH” ? - - - Which means ‘distinction’ or ‘separateness’ or ‘completely diﬀerent than
any other’ which is typically translated as ‘Holy’ and also means ‘Betrothed’.
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ZAYIN.
Because ALEF said so… because ALEF designed it to be so, and designated it accordingly.
HEI
UAW is designed to contain HEI with the ZAYIN of discrimination as a tool of assessment.
CxET on the other side of ZAYIN, is a picture of the inverse of ALEF on the other side of BEIT…
Hidden from view until you get there, in “a diﬀerent dimension” of “Reality”.
ALEF is ‘Silent’- unpronounceable. ALEF is typically referenced by the phonetic sound “eh”
by default and “necessity” or convenience.
ALEF is expressed by the following 21 Letters of the ALEF-BEIT in IVRIT-Hebrew.
CxET is a blockade. The Wall. Fence. Prison. Castle. Treasure Box. The Answer.
CxEt is only accessible to the UAW-Man who ZAYIN-s.
Dies. ? !

or also, “swears”.

Makes a Vow… takes an Oath.

Put to the weapon. “Cut oﬀ”.
The Man who will “Swear the Vow”, under Oath, doomed to the Curse if reneged upon.
The Human who will choose Life in lieu of Death, as a volitional proactive Choice.
Consciously and Intentionally, “Informed Consent”… and then perform a sign of proof.
The ‘Other-side of CxET’ is a ‘Fantasy World’ with a diﬀerent analysis of this Cosmos, of ‘what’
and ‘why’ and ‘how’ and ‘who’… which folks on the Outside- the other side of ZAYIN…
can not fathom.
It is nothing more than Foolishness.
If CxET represents the Answer… does ZAYIN infer the Question ?

What “Question” ?

On the Gate of CxET is a Name- an Identification… written not with letters or words- but in
Colors.
Blue Purple Red White with Gold.
How might the mind of Adam assign a value to Colors ?
Some have suggested Blue speaks of “Authority of Law”
Purple : Majesty- Royal Declarations
Red : Blood- Humanity- the subject of “Life and Death”
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White : Pure - Righteousness
Gold : a Treasure of ‘Worth’ - Valuable
We can look at the same words of the Colors diﬀerently, in the Hebrew text …
TKLT - Blue. ARGMN - Purple. ShNY- Red. LBN - White. ZHB - Gold.
TAV-KAF-LAMED-TAV : every purpose is determined according to the signed Contract.
ALEF-RESH-GIMEL-MEM-NOON : inter-woven organization of paving stones- laying the Way.
SHIN-NOON-YOD : second, tooth, diﬀerence, variance, duality, to teach, disguised himself
LAMED-BEIT-NOON : clarify, make bricks, set ablaze, inflame, elucidate, frankincense
ZAYIN-HEI-BEIT : this is given
Does this address the Question ?

What Question ?

What is going on here ? Why does this Universe exist ? Who am I ?
Where is all this coming from and going to ? “Why ?” … “Why Not ?”
Philosophers say these are “The” big questions for all people throughout all of time.
Reading the Colors :
Everything is built and will finalize as specified in the Plan- the Script- the Agenda- the Idea.
Its a complex Tapestry, a hyper-dimensional puzzle but the Path is absolutely solid, trustworthy.
Something is diﬀerent, the Teaching can not be. He disguised Himself- Human Life and Death
Incite a zeal for Rightness which yields Success, like a formula, an equation. With intention.
This is Identified as the very thing you have been looking for.
Again :
Blue- The One who made this Place has a Purpose and Schedule of Events in His Hand : YOD
Purple- TORAH is the paved Highway - ‘Camino Real’- extreme in precision and benefit : HEI
Red- MAShIACx the TORAH-Man who lived and died according to Itinerary of 22 Letters : UAW
White- Linen Robes of Virtue and Victory- Behaving according to TORAH and MAShIACx : HEI
Gold- Provision, Salvation, Rescue, Help, Health, Wealth, Wisdom, voice heard : SHIN-OYIN
What Great Mystery might be found beyond the Veil, the “Other Side of the Wall” ?

CxET : The Dominion of YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI all who enter are to be ‘slaves of servitude’.
TET : Secure. Inaccessible except by “Special and Personal Invitation”- QOOF-RESH-ALEF
YOD : the Fist- the Grabby Hand. “Mine” : Zeal and Pride of Ownership - QOOF-NOON-ALEF
YOD / KAF / LAMED : power and capacity to prevail and contain it all, though put to shame.
- woven into TORAH Instructions - disguised as “Law” so it would be rejected by many.
Follow Instructions. TzADI-UAW. All else is ‘mutiny’- alienation - yielding a death sentence.
MEM / NOON : from the depths- the Abyss- from desolation- from the Womb of the Grave-
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Life is reborn, sprouted- restored, rejuvenated, recalibrated to a specification beyond measure
MEM-NOON is most easily pictured as a ‘Butterfly in its Chrysalis’.
NOON-SAMEK : miracle, wonder, lifted up, personal empirical experience
SAMEK / OYIN / PEI : Multiply abundantly, spread your wings, Technical support for flying
PEI / TzADI : explosive open mouth and eye - opening of words - set free - enlightenment
- deciphering of the hidden code - Discovery of the Mystery
TzADI : Resurrection- restored to life after death, vibrant flourishing
QOOF : in the Clouds - fantastic solidified reality.
QOOF / RESH : precious, dear, rare, honored, enhanced, dignity - Messianic Era
[( QOOF-RESH-SHIN : unicorn )]
RESH-SHIN : poor beggar empowered and authorized, permitted. Freedom and Ownership
RESH / SHIN / TAV : Net, Web, Retina - to catch, seize … beaten down to ruin - crushed …
SHIN-TAV : placed to stay - as the Foundation for weaving - intertwined

ALEF-RESH-SHIN-TAV : Desired as Expressed … Betrothed
- Venomous Drink - only the Purified survive the Curse of its toxication
* a picture of Numbers Chapter 5 *
- I will gather up My Beloved and Begin …
TAV-ALEF : Come !

So the Man- the Human - who “dies to self” - who surrenders the personal will …
thus in order to be liege to the “Commander” and follow His Orders - His MITzVOT and CxQ…
In order to become a Human Being forevermore subservient to the Will of a Master Finds Life : Enslaved and Obedient : working for and yet Betrothed to YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI.
And that Life will be found to be beyond calculation for its Liberty and Freedom and Extent.
What an Ingenious Work !
CxET-SHIN-BEIT
to think, account, devised, planned, regarded, considered, counted, calculated, imagined,
esteemed, valued, attached importance to, invented, arithmetical…
Figured out and Summed up.
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CxShB : Band, Girdle : something that Binds… What YHUShO is wearing in Revelation 1: 13

YOD-HEI-UAW-SHIN-OYIN is the Name attached to the Human who self-determined to be
Bound by the Ingenious Work of the 22 Letters of the IVRIT-Hebrew ALEF-BEIT.
YHUShO took up the challenge to “Run this Course” as a gamut of 22 obstacles.
That phrase “I will Run the Course” is the meaning of “Earth” spelled ALEF-RESH-TzADI.
YHUShO is the embodiment of the “Word” which is the String of Letters… “Word made Flesh”
… which means His “Earth Experience” had to be mapped to the entire Sequence exactly.
The Letter ALEF used as a prefix when spelling, is self-referential of Identity and Intent…
The Letter ALEF is referring to the Author or Artist or Architect of the Communication.
‘How’ and ‘Why’ and ‘Who’… ‘by What means’ … did ALEF become BEIT … is not disclosed
- other than by analysis of the 22 Letters themselves, subjugated to the most intense scrutiny
of sleuthing we can muster with the Human Consciousness we were equipped with, which is
itself a product and manifestation of that same Sequence of 22 Letters.
For any Human to suggest that …
“the Being from the ALEF Realm responsible for the Manufacture and Sustaining of this BEIT
Dimension, did not and could not interject “Itself” into this BEIT Zone for It’s own purposes”
… is insane.
“Sanity” is determined by the ability or resilience to process things “rationally” - which by
“Definition”, for the lack of any ‘Objective Standard’ otherwise…
Is to think and process organized thoughts according to the meaning of the 22 Letters… which
is the basis of orchestrating Human Consciousness.
According to the Message encoded within the ALEF-BEIT Sequence..
and according to the analysis which some Humans have deciphered of its significance…
“Only a damned fool would refuse to acknowledge Reality expressed by the interpretation and
objective meaning of the 22 Letters encased as ALEF-TAV”.
The Author of the ALEF-BEIT does exist and did communicate with His Creation.
The ALEF-BEIT exists as that Communication itself.
The 22 Letters :
ALEF-BEIT-GIMEL-DALET-HEI-UAW-ZAYIN
CxET-TET-YOD-KAF-LAMED-MEM-NOON
SAMEK-OYIN-PEI-TzADi
QOOF-RESH-SHIN-TAV … as a package is the Communique sent ‘from Heaven to Earth’.
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And “for what ever reason” and “by whatever means” …
the Letter Sequence is the Narrative of the Encounter whereby ALEF becomes BEIT-ified.
The “Divine Hand” of YOD “somehow” gave faculty to the 22 Letters whereby the entire
Universe was “caused to exist” by the “Speaking of His Intent” which was encapsulated as a
‘Word’ or as “Words” which are piecemeal fragments and shuﬄing of the components of that
Original Word.
The phrase YHY AUR is translated in English as “Exist Light” - as a demand to do so.
The Letters would have had to have been “invented” and given “power” before the Command
was Uttered. The ALEF-BEIT Sequence would have had to been “Designed and Built” before
the Word was Voiced to cause Light to Exist in the BEIT Zone.
The Letters would have to be Rationalized, Ordered, and “emplaced as Fixtures” in the ALEF
Realm before BEIT could exist as their Manifestation.
The Standard and Measure of anything in the BEIT Zone must find its correlation in the ALEF
Realm. Congruency of BEIT with ALEF then determines “Rationality” or “Sanity”.
To build such a possibility into the System such that something in the BEIT Zone could be
incongruent with ALEF is congruent or harmonious with the overall Plan of ALEF’s Intent to
allow ZAYIN’ing or ‘alienation’ or ‘being cut oﬀ by death’.
Before BEIT ever came into existence, ALEF determined that the Causal Force to Exist was
wrapped up in various Letters: ALEF / HEI / UAW / and YOD.
Words spelled with combinations of these Letters refer to ‘Being’ or “existing”.
It has been said that YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI : YHUH : “means” or refers to …
“He Who Is - the Maker and Sustainer of All Things, Who Causes Himself to Exist”.
Exodus 3: 14 at the Burning Bush Incident, it says to refer to Him as “ALEF-HEI-YOD-HEI”.
Numbers 6: 22- 27 tells us 3 times to speak the pronunciation of YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI upon or
over or connected to like a ‘yoke’ - His “BNY YSRAL”… ‘Children of YISRAEL’…
in which case then “I Myself shall indeed so Bless them”… that is, He says : UANY ABRKM.
Words and Letters not only “mean things”, but also “cause and allow things”.
Does the exact iteration ‘matter’ or not - ? !
… that we should presume to “change” it into a diﬀerent vocalization and diﬀerent meaning
and think that the aﬀect should not be diminished ?
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Why is is that the Originator of speech and the spelling of words, gives us an exact iteration- a
quote to express exactly as described, wherein His Name whereby He refers to Himself in
grandeur, He states three times, having specified “This is how you Bless My BNY YSRAL…
say to them…”
… and consistently we express the “quote” altered to suit our own self in-trepidation ?
YHUH said to “place His Name upon His Children” … the “authorities” warn us not to…
so no-one ever does.
The ‘Temple’ built in YRUShLM was to Hallmark the Name of YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI to the world.
We were told to call out in His Name, exalt that Name, swear in that Name, hope to that Name.
But ‘no one’ ever does.
“Praise the Name of… ”
Never - ever once does Scripture actually say “the LORD” or “Jesus” or “Our God”, or Adoni,
or ‘Ha SHEM’.
In Joshua 5: 14 and Daniel 10- 12, an “Angel” figure was referred to as “ADONI”, which is
similar to the Spanish title of “Don” meaning ‘highly respected one’.

Every time it is written YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI …. but most no one ever does say it…

Why.

“Fake Translations”
Other studies, easily accessed, will give you hundreds of verses of Scripture concerning this
topic. Do your own diligence of research. Maybe …. “it just doesn’t matter.”
Ever wonder “who hid the Sacred Name and why ?”
Ever wonder why the “Jehovah’s Witnesses” make such a big deal about the Name ?
Ever wonder why Rabbinical Judaism makes such a big deal about the Name ?
Ever wonder… where they hid the ‘Truth’ ?
Ever wonder…
In whose interest is it for us to “Not say the Name pronounced something like “I E O U A” ?
… something like saying the word “Hawaii” backwards ? “ii -A-UW-AH”
Perhaps…
As Scripture seems to say- things will happen when the Name YHUH TzBAUT is invoked.
He designed and built the system which responds to His Name being spoken by Humans.
“We have been Lied to”.
Suppose it is a coincidence the the most accurate translation of “BAAL” is ‘Lord and Master’ ?
The most often chastisement YSRAL got was for “ALOHIM ACxRIM”
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“Gods of others”. “Other gods”. Worship of the BAAL - often represented by Obelisk Sun
towers . Masculine Deity of Power, Fortune and ‘good luck’ - a Solstice icon / coupled with
the Feminine Fertility Goddess of Ashtereth- sounds like Ishtar or Easter- a springtime Equinox
thing. Eggs. Oestrus. Estrogen.
Scripture speaks for itself. Ground Zero is “Who you talkin’ to ?”
The MISHKAN Pattern - The seven day Creation story - the MOEDIM of Leviticus 23 establish
the “Testimony” of Identity to whom we hail.
ALEF-TAV is the micro-utterance ‘blip’ of the 22 Letters in full scope panorama :
hyper- dimensional interactive expression of the Identity and Intent of its Author.
The fourth of seven words written in Genesis 1: 1 is spelled ALEF-TAV.
That word is never translated nor given interpretive value even in Hebrew.
In the Book of Revelation chapters 1, 21, and 22 : Alpha / Omega would actually be ALEF-TAV.
The Study of the Hebrew ALEF-BEIT Letters is a study of the Name of AHYH / YHUH.
Study of the Hebrew Language is worship and prayer and singing of Praise to ALEF-TAV…
depending on what Letter-value-equivalency you appropriate to the letters.
Studying ‘grammar’ or Egyptian Hieroglyphic similarities is not studying ALEF-TAV.
The “Secret Mystery” of Jeremiah 23: 18 and 22 is spelled BEIT-SAMEK-UAW- DALET :
“BSUD”.
The phrase OYIN-DALET / OYIN-TAV translated “until the time” in Daniel 12: 4…
oﬀers a key : a MEM-PEI-TAV-CxET : YHUShO is the Door, the ALEF-BEIT Letters are the TAV.
Back to Jeremiah 23…
“Who has seen or heard His Word ? Who obeyed His Word or heeded it ?”
“… let them proclaim My Words to My People …”
“What did YHUH pronounce ? What did YHUH speak ?”
Deuteronomy 27: 8- 10 expresses the intent… You shall inscribe on the stones - all the words
of this TORAH, well clarified. MOSHE and the KOHENIM and the LEVITES spoke to all YSRAL
saying “Be attentive and hear YSRAL, this day you have become ‘kinsmen people’ unto YHUH
ALHIKa - your ALHIM. You shall hearken to the Voice of YHUH ALHIK and you shall perform all
His MEM-TzADI-UAW-TAV and His CxET-QOOF-YOD which I command you today.”
Backing up to Deuteronomy 26: 16- 19 …
This day, YHUH ALHIK commands you to perform these CxET-QOOF and these MEM-SHINPEI-TET , you shall SHOMER and OShaH ALEF-UAW-TAV-MEM with all your LAMED-BEITBEIT and with all your NOON-PEI-SHIN.
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ALEF-TAV / YHUH pronounces Declaration today Existing for you as ALHIM and as
HALAKA-ing on His DeReK and for SHOMER-ing His CxET-QOOF and His MEM-TzADI-UAWTAV and His MEM-SHIN-PEI-TET and for listening to His Voice. And YHUH hereby makes
Declaration today to Exist unto Him as Kinsmen-People…
SEGULAH : treasured, distinctive, acquired, adapted- fitted- conformed and singled out, violet
and pictured as a ‘Cluster of Grapes’
… straight up- exactly just as stipulated by the conditions Spoken to you regarding the
following repercussions of Blessing / Cursing - - and the Instruction to SHOMER all His MEMTzADI-UAW-TAV. And so, “LaTaTKa” : LTTK : ‘Underneath it all’… High Above, Supreme
over all the GOYIM - who that does, performs, made- for radiant praise, and for SHEM and for
a splendorous Headdress and for you existing as “OM-QDSh” the ‘Special Sacred People’
unto YHUH ALHIK - your ALHIM - Just exactly as Spoken, as Worded, as Stipulated.”
So, fundamentally, as Basis for relationship between YHIUH and His QADOSHY YSRAL :
Do what He Said. What did He Say ? Read His Words and find out.
Any thing contrary is apostasy. Lies. Deception.
False Doctrines perpetrated by Priests of Baal in disguise.
Black Robes, White Robes, Red Robes, Green…
2000 years of “Bread and Circus” from Rome.
From “the Devil”.
From YHUH Himself… Just like He Said.
“There is no Other ALHIM”.
So what shall we do when the “Gestapo” or the Vikings or the Pirates come kicking in our
doors at night ? Or Corona, or Cancer, or Toxic Shock …
There is no other ALHIM.

“YAHUAH ALOHY”

The writing at the very beginning of this writing :
A Ba Ga Da Ha Ua Za Cxa Ta Ya Ka La Ma Na Sa Gha Pha Tza Qa Ra Sha Ta
This is the phonetic sound of each Letter of the ALEF-BEIT as a consonant with the vowel
sound “ah” following, similar to English which uses the “e” vowel as in Ae Be Ce De Ee eF Ge This is the spelling of the Word composed of these letters which we think is only a list which
forms the “alphabet”. Words mean things… what is the ‘meaning’ of this Word ?
How does any word carry ‘meaning’ ?
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The Hebrew word HaGaH : HEI-GIMEL-HEI means to hum, murmur, ponder, meditate, read,
pronounce, to spell a word, phonetics, speech, sound, whispering, moan, sigh, to remove,
navigation, rudder, helm, steering wheel, to correct a text or add annotation.
Various derivative spellings mean thinking and musing, imagination, logic, suitability,
worthiness, respectability, and nobility.
The word GOYIM is a derivative of HGH meaning “Nations” which could also mean ‘profane,
vile, irreligious, variegated, astray, heathen… basically- those who think wrongly because they
spell words diﬀerently, which makes them “Not YSRAL”.
At the ‘Tower of Babble incident’ ` written about in Genesis 11, the people spread out around
the world after the Flood of Noah’s fame, based on language diﬀerences.
The “Mind of YAH” is captured in the Hebrew Language. To think in IVRIT / Hebrew and
according to the MISHKAN Pattern meaning of the Letters is to coincide and think in the
“likeness” of YHUH.
“As a man thinketh, so is he”. To think like YHUH is the closest step towards behaving so.
To have His “Spirit” or RUACx is to be enabled and empowered to do so.
The RUACx which is QODESH can be regarded as this very string of 22 Letters.
The word RUACX can be interpreted as “the expanse of the Mind and Will from ALEF to TAV”.
YHUShO said that He was not here about His own agenda, but that He only did and said as He
received and copied from His Father. He composed His Father’s RUACx.
The RUACx of ALHIM is expressed by the fact He designed Beautiful Jewelry for Himself.
The word for “choice, best ornamentation” is the root word translated “festivals” : MOEDIM
The Culture of the Kingdom is sustained by the Language which is built upon the MOEDIM.

The “ED” part of ‘MOEDIM’ means that the ‘Testimony’ of the “Festivals” described in
Leviticus 23 establish the lost but “Real Meaning” of the Letters… which you can bet that
‘world-class Linguistic Scholars’ will not validate. This Study is ‘renegade’.
Because the Hebrew ALEF-BEIT is synchronized to the MOEDIM, we can be assured that it is
the Original and Accurate Language sustained intact and verifiable through the dispersion of all
other permutations of Language since the Tower of Babble.
Navigating the Scriptures in any other letter-set is “wandering through briars” as opposed to
“Walking on the Straight Path”. To “HALAKA Ha YASHAR DEREK”
The “eriktology” Study elaborates on these themes.
The word “eriktology” is based on the Hebrew word OYIN-RESH-KAF which is pronounced
something like “erik” which means to evaluate a matter, set in order, arrange, assess, to value,
prepare, compare, a registry, a dictionary, to organize in column and row…
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and “to attach importance to a subject otherwise unappreciated”.
Adam was designed in the Image, Likeness, and Dominion of ALHIM. What letters coincide ?
BEIT-KAF-RESH ? BKR : to bring forth, first born, invested with birthright.
SAMEK-OYIN-PEI ? The idea of “Do Justly, Love Mercy, Walk Humbly with your ALHIM”
That quote is Micah 6: 8.
It answers the question “What does ALHIM require of a man ?”
The Answer fits the ALEF-BEIT in that it describes what a man is to be about after having
‘Chosen Life’-( Cxet-TET-YOD )
Learned the Instructions- ( KAF-LAMED )
Take the Matters to Heart- (MEM-NOON )
So then, this verse is to Grow where you have been planted, bearing the fruit of righteousness
which will be eaten corporately- ( SAMEK-OYIN-PEI )
which facilitates the “Hope set before you” of Restoration and Resurrection and Victory( TzADI ).
The MISHKAN Pattern.

Further details, elaboration and elucidation can be found at :
eriktology.net
And the You Tube site : mountainaire7

eriktology @ August 2020.
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